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Abstract. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) proved to be
highly accurate to perform anatomical segmentation of medical images.
However, some of the most popular CNN architectures for image segmen-
tation still rely on post-processing strategies (e.g. Conditional Random
Fields) to incorporate connectivity constraints into the resulting masks.
These post-processing steps are based on the assumption that objects
are usually continuous and therefore nearby pixels should be assigned
the same object label. Even if it is a valid assumption in general, these
methods do not offer a straightforward way to incorporate more complex
priors like convexity or arbitrary shape restrictions.
In this work we propose Post-DAE, a post-processing method based on
denoising autoencoders (DAE) trained using only segmentation masks.
We learn a low-dimensional space of anatomically plausible segmenta-
tions, and use it as a post-processing step to impose shape constraints
on the resulting masks obtained with arbitrary segmentation methods.
Our approach is independent of image modality and intensity informa-
tion since it employs only segmentation masks for training. This enables
the use of anatomical segmentations that do not need to be paired with
intensity images, making the approach very flexible. Our experimental
results on anatomical segmentation of X-ray images show that Post-DAE
can improve the quality of noisy and incorrect segmentation masks ob-
tained with a variety of standard methods, by bringing them back to a
feasible space, with almost no extra computational time.
Keywords: anatomical segmentation, autoencoders, convolutional neu-
ral networks, learning representations, post-processing
1 Introduction
Segmentation of anatomical structures is a fundamental task for biomedical im-
age analysis. It constitutes the first step in several medical procedures such as
shape analysis for population studies, computed assisted diagnosis and auto-
matic radiotherapy planning, among many others. The accuracy and anatomical
plausibility of these segmentations is therefore of paramount importance, since
it will necessarily influence the overall quality of such procedures.
During the last years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) proved to be
highly accurate to perform segmentation in biomedical images [1,2,3]. One of the
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Fig. 1: Post-DAE works as a post-processing step and improves the anatomical
plausability of segmentation masks obtained with arbitrary methods.
tricks that enables the use of CNNs in large images (by reducing the number
of learned parameters) is known as parameter sharing scheme. The assumption
behind this idea is that, at every layer, shared parameters are used to learn
new representations of the input data along the whole image. These parameters
(also referred as weights or kernels) are successively convoluted with the input
data resulting in more abstract representations. This trick is especially useful
for tasks like image classification, where invariance to translation is a desired
property since objects may appear in any location. However, in case of anatom-
ical structures in medical images where their location tend to be highly regular,
this property leads to incorrect predictions in areas with similar intensities when
enough contextual information is not considered. Shape and topology tend also
to be preserved in anatomical images of the same type. However, as discussed
in [4], the pixel-level predictions of most CNN architectures are not designed to
account for higher-order topological properties.
Before the advent of CNNs, other classical learning based segmentation meth-
ods were popular for this task (e.g. Random Forest (RF) [5]), some of which are
still being used specially when the amount of annotated data is not enough to
train deep CNNs. The pixel-level predictions of these approaches are also influ-
enced by image patches of fixed size. In these cases, handcrafted features are
extracted from image patches and used to train a classifier, which predicts the
class corresponding to the central pixel in that patch. These methods suffer from
the same limitations related to the lack of shape and topological information dis-
cussed before.
In this work, we introduce Post-DAE (post-processing with denoising au-
toencoders), a post-processing method which produces anatomically plausible
segmentations by improving pixel-level predictions coming from arbitrary classi-
fiers (e.g. CNNs or RF), incorporating shape and topological priors. We employ
Denoising Autoencoders (DAE) to learn compact and non-linear representations
of anatomical structures, using only segmentation masks. This model is then ap-
plied as a post-processing method for image segmentation, bringing arbitrary
and potentially erroneous segmentation masks into an anatomically plausible
space (see Figure 1).
Contributions. Our contributions are 3-fold: (i) we show, for the first time, that
DAE can be used as an independent post-processing step to correct problem-
atic and non-anatomically plausible masks produced by arbitrary segmentation
methods; (ii) we design a method that can be trained using segmentation-only
datasets or anatomical masks coming from arbitrary image modalities, since the
DAE is trained using only segmentation masks, and no intensity information is
required during learning; (iii) we validate Post-DAE in the context of lung seg-
mentation in X-ray images, bench-marking with other classical post-processing
method and showing its robustness by improving segmentation masks coming
from both, CNN and RF-based classifiers.
Related works. One popular strategy to incorporate prior knowledge about
shape and topology into medical image segmentation is to modify the loss used to
train the model. The work of [4] incorporates high-order regularization through a
topology aware loss function. The main disadvantage is that such loss function is
constructed ad-hoc for every dataset, requiring the user to manually specify the
topological relations between the semantic classes through a topological validity
table. More similar to our work are those by [6,7], where an autoencoder (AE)
is used to learn lower dimensional representations of image anatomy. The AE is
used to define a loss term that imposes anatomical constraints during training.
The main disadvantage of these approaches is that they can only be used during
training of CNN architectures. Other methods like RF-based segmentation can
not be improved through this technique. On the contrary, our method post-
processes arbitrary segmentation masks. Therefore, it can be used to improve
results obtained with any segmentation method, even those methods which do
not rely on an explicit training phase (e.g. level-sets methods).
Post-processing methods have also been considered in the literature. In [3],
the output CNN scores are considered as unary potentials of a Markov random
field (MRF) energy minimization problem, where spatial homogeneity is propa-
gated through pairwise relations. Similarly, [2] uses a fully connected conditional
random field (CRF) as post-processing step. However, as stated by [2], finding
a global set of parameters for the graphical models which can consistently im-
prove the segmentation of all classes remains a challenging problem. Moreover,
these methods do not incorporate shape priors. Instead, they are based on the
assumption that objects are usually continuous and therefore nearby pixels (or
pixels with similar appearence) should be assigned the same object label. Con-
versely, our post-processing method makes use of a DAE to impose shape priors,
transforming any segmentation mask into an anatomically plausible one.
2 Anatomical Priors for Image Segmentation via
Post-Processing with DAE
Problem statement. Given a dataset of unpaired anatomical segmentation
masks DA = {SAi }0≤i≤|DA| (unpaired in the sense that no corresponding inten-
sity image associated to the segmentation mask is required) we aim at learning
a model that can bring segmentations DP = {SPi }0≤i≤|DP | predicted by arbi-
trary classifiers P into an anatomically feasible space. We stress the fact that
our method works as a post-processing step in the space of segmentations, mak-
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Fig. 2: Predictions obtained with three different methods: Random Forest, UNet
trained for 5 epochs and until convergence. Rows from top to bottom: (i) X-Ray
image; (ii) original mask obtained with the corresponding method; (iii) mask
post-processed with a fully connected CRF; (iv) mask post-processed with the
proposed Post-DAE method; and (v) ground-truth.
ing it independent of the predictor, image intensities and modality. We employ
denoising autoencoders (DAE) to learn such model.
Denoising autoencoders. DAEs are neural networks designed to reconstruct
a clean input from a corrupted version of it [8]. In our case, they will be used
to reconstruct anatomically plausible segmentation masks from corrupted or er-
roneous ones. The standard architecture for an autoencoder follows an encoder-
decoder scheme (see the Sup. Mat. for a detailed description of the architecture
used in this work). The encoder fenc(Si) is a mapping that transforms the in-
put into a hidden representation h. In our case, it consists of successive non-
linearities, pooling and convolutional layers, with a final fully connected layer
that concentrates all information into a low dimensional code h. This code is
then feed into the decoder fdec(h), which maps it back to the original input
dimensions through a series of up-convolutions and non-linearities. The output
of fdec(h) has the same size than the input Si.
The model is called denosing autoenconder because a degradation function
φ is used to degrade the ground-truth segmentation masks, producing noisy
segmentations Sˆi = φ(Si) used for training. The model is trained to minimize
the reconstruction error measured by a loss function based on the Dice coefficient
(DSC), a metric used to compare the quality of predicted segmentations with
respect to the ground-truth (we refer the reader to [9] for a complete description
of the Dice loss):
LDAE(Si) = DSC(Si, fdec(fenc(φ(Si))). (1)
The dimensionality of the learned representation h = fenc(Si) is much lower
than the input, producing a bottleneck effect which forces the code h to retain
as much information as possible about the input. In that way, minimizing the
reconstruction error amounts to maximizing a lower bound on the mutual infor-
mation between input Si and the learnt representation h [8].
Mask degradation strategy. The masks used to train the DAE were artifi-
cially degraded during training to simulate erroneous segmentations. To this end,
we randomly apply the following degradation functions φ(Si) to the ground truth
masks Si: (i) addition and removal of random geometric shapes (circles, ellipses,
lines and rectangles) to simulate over and under segmentations; (ii) morphologi-
cal operations (e.g. erosion, dilation, etc) with variable kernels to perform more
subtle mask modifications and (iii) random swapping of foreground-background
labels in the pixels close to the mask borders.
Post-processing with DAEs. The proposed method is rooted in the so-
called manifold assumption [10], which states that natural high dimensional
data (like anatomical segmentation masks) concentrate close to a non-linear
low-dimensional manifold. We learn such low-dimensional anatomically plausi-
ble manifold using the aforementioned DAE. Then, given a segmentation mask
SPi obtained with an arbitrary predictor P (e.g. CNN or RF), we project it
into that manifold using fenc and reconstruct the corresponding anatomically
feasible mask with fdec. Unlike other methods like [6,7] which incorporate the
anatomical priors while training the segmentation network, we choose to make it
a post-processing step. In that way, we achieve independence with respect to the
initial predictor, and enable improvement for arbitrary segmentation methods.
Our hypothesis (empirically validated by the following experiments) is that
those masks which are far from the anatomical space, will be mapped to a similar,
but anatomically plausible segmentation. Meanwhile, masks which are anatomi-
cally correct, will be mapped to themselves, incurring in almost no modification.
3 Experiments and Discussion
Database description. We benchmark the proposed method in the context of
lung segmentation in X-Ray images, using the Japanese Society of Radiologi-
cal Technology (JSRT) database [11]. JSRT is a public database containing 247
PA chest X-ray images with expert segmentation masks, of 2048x2048 pixels
and isotropic spacing of 0.175 mm/pixel, which are downsampled to 1024x1024
in our experiments. Lungs present high variability among subjects, making the
representation learning task especially challenging. We divide the database in 3
folds considering 70% for training, 10% for validation and 20% for testing.
Post-processing with CRF. We compare Post-DAE with the SOA post-
processing method based on a fully connected CRF [12]. The CRF is used to im-
pose connectivity constraints to a given segmentation, based on the assumption
that objects are usually continuous and nearby pixels with similar appearance
should be assigned the same object label. We use an efficient implementation of a
dense CRF1 that can handle large pixel neighbourhoods in reasonable inference
times. Differently from our method which uses only binary segmentations for
post-processing, the CRF incorporates intensity information from the original
images. Therefore, it has to be re-adjusted depending on the image properties
of every dataset. Instead, our method is trained once and can be used indepen-
dently of the image propierties. Note that we do not compare Post-DAE with
other methods like [6,7] which incorporate anatomical priors while training the
segmentation method itself, since these are not post-processing strategies.
Baseline segmentation methods. We train two different models which pro-
duce segmentation masks of various qualities to benchmark our post-processing
method. The first model is a CNN based on UNet architecture [1] (see the Sup.
Mat. for a detailed description of the architecture and the training parameters
such as optimizer, learning rate, etc.). The UNet was implemented in Keras and
trained in GPU using a Dice loss function. To evaluate the effect of Post-DAE
in different masks, we save the UNet model every 5 epochs during training, and
predict segmentation masks for the test fold using all these models. The sec-
ond method is a RF classifier trained using intensity and texture features. We
used Haralick [13] features which are based on gray level co-ocurrency in image
patches. We adopted a public implementation available online with default pa-
rameters2 which produces acceptable segmentation masks.
Results and discussion. Figure 2 shows some visual examples while Figure
3 summarizes the quantitative results (see the video in the Sup. Mat. for more
visual results). Both figures show the consistent improvement that can be ob-
tained using Post-DAE as a post-processing step, specially in low quality seg-
mentation masks like those obtained by the RF model and the UNet trained for
only 5 epochs. In these cases, substantial improvements are obtained in terms
1 We used the public implementation available at https://github.com/lucasb-eyer/
pydensecrf with Potts compatibility function and hand-tuned parameters θα = 17,
θβ = 3, θγ = 3 chosen using the validation fold. See the implementation website for
more details about the aforementioned parameters.
2 The source code and a complete description of the method is publicly available online
at: https://github.com/dgriffiths3/ml_segmentation
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Fig. 3: Quantitative evaluation of the proposed method. We compare Post-DAE
with the classic fully-connected CRF [12] adopted as post-processing step by
many segmentation methods like [2]. Top row shows mean and standard devi-
ation for post-processing UNet predictions on the test fold at different train-
ing stages (from 5 epochs to convergence). We use Dice coefficient and Haus-
dorff distance to measure the segmentation quality. Bottom row show results
for post-processing the Random Forest predictions. The symbol ∗ indicates that
Post-DAE outperforms the other methods (no post-processing and CRF) with
statistical significance (p-value < 0.05 according to Wilcoxon test). The green
triangle in the box indicates the mean value.
of Dice coefficient and Hausdorff distance, by bringing the erroneous segmen-
tation masks into an anatomically feasible space. In case of segmentations that
are already of good quality (like the UNet trained until convergence), the post-
processing significantly improves the Hausdorff distance, by erasing spurious
segmentations (holes in the lung and small isolated blobs) that remain even in
well trained models. When compared with CRF post-processing, Post-DAE sig-
nificantly outperforms the baseline in the context of anatomical segmentation.
In terms of running time, the CRF model takes 1.3 seconds in a Intel i7-7700
CPU, while Post-DAE takes 0.7 seconds in a Titan Xp GPU.
One of the limitations of Post-DAE is related to data regularity. In case of
anatomical structures like lung, heart or liver, even if we found high inter-subject
variability, the segmentation masks are somehow uniform in terms of shape and
topology. Even pathological organs tend to have similar structure, which can be
well-encoded by the DAE (specially if pathological cases are seen during train-
ing). However, in other cases like brain lesions or tumors where shape is not that
regular, it is not clear how Post-DAE would perform. This case lies out of the
scope of this paper, but will be explored as future work.
Conclusions and future works. In this work we have showed, for the first
time in the MIC community, that autoencoders can be used as an independent
post-processing step to incorporate anatomical priors into arbitrary segmenta-
tion methods. Post-DAE can be easily implemented, is fast at inference, can
cope with arbitrary shape priors and is independent of the image modality and
segmentation method. In the future, we plan to extend this method to muti-
class and volumetric segmentation cases (like anatomical segmentation in brain
images).
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5 Appendix A: Model details
UNet details: The UNet model (see Table 1) receives a 1024x1024 gray image
as input and was trained using the soft Dice loss [9], batch size of 4, Adam
optimizer with learning rate 1e-5 and the other parameters as by Keras default.
We also used dropout for regularization, including a dropout layer after layer L5
with keep probability p=0.5.
Post-DAE: Post-DAE (see Table 2)receives a 1024x1024 binary segmentation
as input. The network was also trained to minimize the Dice loss function using
Adam Optimizer. The best performance was achieve with learning rate 0.0001;
batch size 15 and 150 epochs.
Table 1: Detailed description of the UNet architecture used as baseline model
segmentation
Kernel Stride #Kernels NonLin
L1 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:16) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:16) ReLu
Max Pooling (f:2,2) (s:2,2)
L2 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:32) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:32) ReLu
Max Pooling (f:2,2) (s:2,2)
L3 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:64) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:64) ReLu
Max Pooling (f:2,2) (s:2,2)
L4 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:128) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:128) ReLu
Max Pooling (f:2,2) (s:2,2)
L5 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:256) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:256) ReLu
L6 UpConv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:128) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:128) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:128) ReLu
L7 UpConv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:64) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:64) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:64) ReLu
L8 UpConv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:32) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:32) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:32) ReLu
L9 UpConv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:16) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:16) ReLu
Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:16) ReLu
L10 Conv (f:3,3) (s:1,1) (N:2) ReLu
Conv (f:1,1) (s:1,1) (N:1) Sigmoid
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